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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper introduced a strategy for parallel implementation of the FDTD algorithm used in COW (Cluster of 
Workstation) parallel computing system and PVM parallel environment. Because of the one-dimension space division, 
this method is relatively high efficient. Some computing examples were given to prove the feasibility and correctness of 
this method. This method provides a solve-scheme for the EM computation of electrical-large-size complex object and 
can be used in radiation, scattering and EMC analysis. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The requirement for high performance computing in engineering is endless. Many fields such as complex object 
modeling, engineering design and automation, electronics, aeronautics and medicine put forward challenges to 
computing. For example, when the RCS of an λ15 object was calculated with the FDTD method it need at least 

000,000,8200200200 =××  grids, all the variables can get to  level. The calculating is impossible for a 
PC even through the performance of PC is much higher than before. For the requirements of factual problems, building 
parallel computing machine and developing parallel computing algorithm become necessary

000,000,10

【3-4】. 
Now the research for parallel computing machine and parallel computing algorithm have already progressed much. The 
parallel computing machine can be classified to 6 kinds: SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data); PVP (Parallel Vector 
Processor); SMP (Symmetric Multiprocessor); DSM (Distributed Shared Memory); MPP (Massively Parallel Processor) 
and COW (Cluster of Workstation). Besides SIMD has special usage , the other 5 kinds belong to MIMD 
(Multiple-Instruction Multiple-Data)【4】 and used normally. 
The FDTD method, first proposed by Yee, permits one to study the electromagnetic fields with objects of arbitrary 
shape and material composition. It has been used for a wide variety of applications including scattering, absorption, 
bioelectromagnetics, antennas and EMC/EMI analysis. 
The main advantages of this method lie in three aspects ：Firstly, this method is a time domain method that means the 
data in the whole frequency band can be obtained by only once calculation in time-domain. Secondly, this method can 
easily model complex objects. Thirdly , the necessary memory is relatively smaller than other low frequency numerical 
technique such as the Moment Method【1-2】. 
In the normal FDTD method, the EM field values of every last time step and other variables are stored in the memory of 
a computer. The larger the object’s electrical size that is analyzed is, the more memory the computer needs. For 
example , a computer with 32 MHz memory is only capable for the computation of objects that correspond to the space 
size about 80×80×80 grids . So, we often use a powerful workstation or even gigantic computer to analyze the EM 
problems of a large electro-size object. But if we have only a PC or a workstation that have no enough memory and also 
must handle with a electrically large-size object, even if we use the virtual memory technique, the computation still can 
not be executed, we would meet a serious problem. 
In order to solve this problem, a high efficiency way is implement FDTD algorithm in a parallel computer. There are 
some researchers have already developed some strategy for FDTD parallel computing【7】【10】, and now this research are 
becoming bloom. This paper introduced a strategy for parallel implementation of the FDTD algorithm using COW 
(Cluster of Workstation) parallel computing system that are built with LINUX operating system and PVM parallel 
software. Some computing examples were given to prove the feasibility, correctness and high efficiency of this strategy. 
 
PARALLEL COMPUTING SYSTEM 
 
System Hardware 
 
COW system have many advantage【4】：①The algorithm programming is easy than other parallel machine. The 
programmers needs not to study special parallel programming language (such as parallel C, C++ and parallel 
FORTRAN) and can obtain parallel programs by inserting some functions and sentences provided by some parallel 
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software into normal serial programs, then can be executed in COW; ②The structure of system is flexible. The user 
can use all kinds of PC or workstation to build a parallel computing machine and can get a wide range of usages. ③The 
ratio of performances to price is high. A COW can get to Gflops level in computing ability but cost much little than 
those of the gigantic machine or MPP having the same ability. ④A COW can use separate computing source. When the 
PC is not busy it can be used as a member of a COW to fulfill a part of parallel computing. ⑤The scalability is perfect. 
The user can increase the number of PC or workstation in a COW system to obtain high accelerating ratio.  
COW system can be constructed by two parts: workstation and interlinkage network. Interlinkage network may be a 

ystem Software 

he system software has two parts: operating system and parallel message passing software. The operating system is 

DTD PARALLEL ALGORITHM IN COW 

he details on FDTD algorithm have already been discussed in many references such as [1] and [2]. The preconditions 

ivision of Computational Space and Exchange of Field Value 

 our parallel FDTD algorithm, the Master-Slave programming-style has been used. The Master-Slave program has 

normal Ether-net, FDDI or ATM. Workstation can be a normal PC or SMP. From the review angle of user or 
programmer, COW just likes a single computer but not many computers. Fig.1 shows the structure of our COW, the 
workstation is normal PC and the interlinkage network is the 10M/s Ethernet. When the system is simplest, whole 
system can be built by two PC with Ethernet card and HUB.  
 
S
 
T
“Linux” system based on UNIX, parallel message passing software adopt Parallel-Virtual-Machine(PVM) software. 
About the details of Linux and UNIX, it can be refered to references [8],[9],[3] and [6]. 
 
F
 
T
of the parallel FDTD algorithm is the dividing of all computation task and then every node of COW can compute one 
part of all computation task. Firstly, the basic principle of FDTD algorithm makes the division of computational space 
possible. According to the principle of FDTD algorithm, the electromagnetic field value at certain position can be 
decided by the value of last time step at this position and electromagnetic field value of this time step at nearby position. 
The electromagnetic field value has no direct relation to the values at position far from this point. So, the whole 
computational space can be divided into some sections that can be commutated in some nodes of parallel computing 
system. The exchange of field values between nodes can be executed only at interface between sections. According to 
the basic cognition, the relay computing between parallel nodes can be executed to simulate the serial computing in a 
single PC or workstation. This is the key point of our parallel FDTD algorithm. 
 
D
 
In
three step normally: Firstly, slave programs are created by master program and the information of task and the 
parameter of computing are delivered from master program to every slave programe; Secondly, the parallel computing 
are executed in every node of COW, within every time step the synchronization and communication between every 
node are kept; Finally, the computing results are transferred to master program from every node and the computing are 
terminated. Taking two nodes COW as an example, the computing task are divided into two parts along Y axis in one 
dimension. The segmentation is shown in Fig.2, and this fig also shows the data needed to tranfer between nodes. 
Taking the iterative computing of xH  and zE  components of one-dimension as an example, the difference formula  
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Form Fig.2 and (1)(2), we know that we must deliver the value of ( )mE n
z  from node No.2 (section 2) to No.1 

(section 1) before the value of ( 2121 −+ mH n
x )  can be calculated and we also must deliver the value of 

( 2121 −+ mH n
x ) ) from node No.1 (section 1) to No.2 (section 2) before the value of  can be calculated. (mE n
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Course of Time and Space Parallel Computing 
 
Taking three nodes COW and one dimension computing ( direction) as an example, making and  denote the 
grid number of boundary between No.1 and No.2 sections and between No.2 and No.3 sections, The process of 
computing are shown in Fig.3. In this figure the symbol means normal FDTD discrelization process and 
the symbol means the delivering process between sections.  

y 1m 2m

Supposed the computing starts in No.1 section. Firstly, No.2 section must wait for the results of interface that computed 
in No.1 section. When the data needed for transferring arrive at No.2 section, the No.2 section starts the computing and 
delivers the result data needed by No.1 section to No.1 section. Then the same processes continue in No.2 and No.3 
section. After the computing in No.3 finish, this time step will stop. In the next time step, the above process repeat till 
all time step finish. So the three slave program are parallel in computing space and computing time. When the section 
are divided more than three and FDTD computing is executed in two or three dimension, the process is similar with 
described above. 
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Other Problems Related to Parallel Computing 
 
Some periphery problems related to FDTD parallel computing must be settled down for the successful executing of 
FDTD parallel program, they are: division of computing model, parallel disposal for absorb boundary condition and 
connect boundary condition between scattering field and whole field, division of far field integral surface. All these can 
be dealt with according to the principle described above.   
 
NUMERICAL RESULTS 
 
According to the structure of hardware and software described above, we built a test COW system with two PC and 
10M Ethernet. The two PC are PⅡ266/64M and PⅡ200/64M, which have Red-Flag Linux2.4 and PVM3.4.2. For 
proving the feasibility, correctness and high efficiency of this strategy, some computing problems have been executed 
by our parallel FDTD computing strategy and successful serial FDTD program respectively. We need not concern the 
normal setting of FDTD algorithm but assure the computing object is absolute same in parallel computing and reference 
serial computing. Taking a RCS calculation as an example, the whole computing space includes 767676 ×× grids 
and is divided into two parts equally along Y-axis. The recorded results in far field are shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5 
and the results obtained from normal FDTD are also shown in the two figure. From Fig.4 and Fig.5, we can 
find that this strategy of parallel FDTD Algorithm is successful and the precision is absolutely same as normal serial 
FDTD, so we can say this strategy is feasible. According to the computing, the accelerating ratio is 1.6 and the parallel 
efficiency is about 0.8. This means the parallel FDTD strategy is efficient. Now this strategy has already been 
generalized to radiation and EMC computing.  

Fig.4 component in far field ϕE θEFig.5 component in far field 
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